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Language Paper 1
Student Checklist
What I need to know

Where can I find this info

Paper 1 Question 2 Analysing Language

Task One

Paper 1 Question 3 Analysing Structure

Task Two

Paper 1 Question 4 Evaluate – How far do you agree?

Task Three

Paper 1 Question 5 – Creative Writing

Watch the Mr Bruff lesson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uM_0P
shTEjs
Task Four

Use the Source below on Great Expectations for the revision tasks
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Great Expectations This extract is taken from near the beginning of a novel. An orphaned boy called Pip has travelled to the nearby graveyard to visit his parents’ and
siblings’ graves, when an escaped prisoner approaches him.
Focus – Why?
The opening paragraph focuses on
the man creating an impression of a
fearful character
Transition
Shift in focus to
Pip’s frightened
dialogue (the first
person narrator)

Task one Question 2 (8 marks)
• Only select information from the appropriate part of the text
• Use subject specific terminology (verb, simile, adjective, complex
sentence etc)
• Use quotations in your answer
• Make sure your analysis is clear
• Read the question carefully

Task three Question 4 – (20 marks)
Look again at line 6, to the end of the extract. After reading this section of the text, one student
said “The writer makes us sympathise with Pip, as he is clearly in an intimidating situation.” To
what extent do you agree with the student?
To a large extent I agree with the statement regarding the intimidating situation Pip finds
himself in. The writer successfully uses aggressive verbs to present the man as a dangerous
character as Pip states that he, “seized me by the chin..” indicating how violent and abusive the
man is. By using the verb, “seized” it demonstrates how threatening and frightening the man is
and therefore encourages the reader to feel sympathy for Pip.
1. Highlight/underline the student’s work with three colours to show where the student is
using P.E.A.
2. Circle the language device terminology.
3. Try to write another PEA remembering to use evaluative language like successfully,
carefully, clearly

Look again at lines 1 to 8. How does the writer use language to
describe the man? You could write about: • Words and phrases •
Language devices • Sentence forms

TASK 4 Question 5 (40 marks)
You are going to enter a creative writing competition. Your entry will be judged by a panel of
people of your own age. Either: Write a description suggested by this picture. OR Write the
opening part of a story about a terrifying journey

Write a PEA paragraph using the alliterative, “glared and growled” –
how did this make the man sound? What key word from the
quotation stands out.
You could begin: The writer uses negative alliteration to present the
man as a fearful character. This is shown by, “
Choose another quotation of your own and try to write another PEA

Create a 5-paragraph plan – remember to have contrasting imagery, make sure your plan is
detailed – include the techniques like metaphors, similes, alliteration that you want to use in each
paragraph.

Task two - Question 3 – (8 marks) • Do not analyse language (you should not be analysing the use of verbs, similes, metaphors, adjectives etc – this is for question 2) •
Look specifically at the focus of each section and notice what it changes to throughout the extract – write about why the writer has started the extract with this
particular description/dialogue • Use subject terminology (focus, foreshadowing, zooming, narrative perspective, dialogue) • Use quotations to support your points
Look at the extract the first two annotations on structure have been done for you the focus on the left of the paragraph and why and the transitions on the right.
Work through the rest of the extract adding in the rest of the focus and transition annotations.

